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TO:

AIG 7771
COMPATRECONWING TWO KANEHOE BAY HI
DEPCHNAVPERS MILLINGTON TN
COMSTRKFIGHTWINGPAC LEMOORE CA
COMHELMARSTRIKEWINGPAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMHELSEACOMBATWINGPAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMARSUPWING SAN DIEGO CA
CNATRA CORPUS CHRISTI TX
COMTRAWING ONE MERIDIAN MS
COMTRAWING TWO KINGSVILLE TX
COMTRAWING FOUR CORPUS CHRISTI TX
COMTRAWING FIVE MILTON FL
COMTRAWING SIX PENSACOLA FL
COMPATRECONWING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
COMPATRECONWING TEN WHIDBEY ISLAND WA
COMPATRECONGRU NORFOLK VA
PATRON THREE ZERO
PATRON SIX TWO
PATRON SIX NINE
TRARON TWO ONE KINGSVILLE TX
TRARON TWO TWO KINGSVILLE TX
TRARON SEVEN MERIDIAN MS
TRARON NINE MERIDIAN MS
TRARON TWO SEVEN CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON TWO EIGHT CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON THREE FIVE CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON THREE ONE CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON FOUR PENSACOLA FL
TRARON TEN PENSACOLA FL
TRARON EIGHT SIX PENSACOLA FL
TRARON TWO MILTON FL
TRARON THREE MILTON FL
TRARON SIX MILTON FL
TSU LANT
HELSEACOMBATWEPSCOLANT NORFOLK VA
HELSEACOMBATWEPSCOLPAC SAN DIEGO CA
HELSEACOMBATRON TWO
HELSEACOMBATRON THREE
HELTRARON EIGHT MILTON FL
HELTRARON EIGHTEEN MILTON FL
HELTRARON TWO EIGHT MILTON FL

VUPRON ONE NINE DET PT MUGU CA
VUPRON ONE NINE JACKSONVILLE FL
NAS JRB FORT WORTH TX
NAS JRB NEW ORLEANS LA
NAVOPSPTCEN MERIDIAN MS
NAVOPSPTCEN CORPUS CHRISTI TX
NAVOPSPTCEN PENSACOLA FL
NAVOPSPTCEN NORTH ISLAND CA
NAVOPSPTCEN JACKSONVILLE FL
NAVOPSPTCEN NORFOLK VA
NAVOPSPTCEN SAN DIEGO CA
NAVOPSPTCEN WHIDBEY ISLAND WA
COMNAVREG MIDLANT NORFOLK VA
COMNAVREG SE JACKSONVILLE FL
NAVREG MIDLANT RCC GREAT LAKES IL
COMNAVREG SW SAN DIEGO CA
NAVREG NORTHWEST RCC EVERETT WA//
INFO COMNAVAIRFORES SAN DIEGO CA//
FY-20 NATIONAL RESERVE COMPONENT SQUADRON AUGMENT UNIT COMMANDING OFFICER AND RESERVE COMPONENT COMMANDER SELECTION BOARD
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SUBJ/FY-20 NATIONAL RESERVE COMPONENT (RC) SQUADRON AUGMENT UNIT (SAU) COMMANDING OFFICER (CO) AND RESERVE COMPONENT COMMANDER (RCC) SELECTION BOARD//

MSGID/GENADMIN/COMNAVAIRFORES SAN DIEGO CA/N00//

REF/A/DOC/COMNAVAIRFORES/19AUG2016//

AMPN/REF A IS COMNAVAIRFORESINST 5400.7H, SELECTION BOARD PROCEDURES FOR RESERVE COMPONENT SQUADRON AUGMENT UNIT COMMANDING OFFICERS AND TRAINING COMMAND RESERVE COMPONENT COMMANDERS.//

POC/A.J. OTTEN/LCDR/N37/LOC: NORFOLK VA/EMAIL: ANNIE.OTTEN@NAVY.MIL, COM: 757-322-2674//

RMKS/

1. THE FY-20 NATIONAL RC SAU CO AND RCC SELECTION BOARD (#20733) WILL BE HELD AT NAVY PERSONNEL COMMAND ABOARD NSA MID-SOUTH, MILLINGTON, TN 10 - 12 APR 19. THIS BOARD WILL SELECT FOR TYPE WING FLEET REPLACEMENT SQUADRON (FRS) AND CHIEF OF NAVAL AIR TRAINING (CNATRA) TRAINING SQUADRON SAU CO, AS WELL AS CNATRA TRAINING WING (Trawing) RCC.

2. THE FOLLOWING BILLETS WILL BE BOARDED:

   A. TACTICAL SUPPORT WING (TSW): VAQ-129 SAU CO, ACCLOGWNG SAU CO, VFA-125 SAU CO. VAQ-129 SAU CO AND ACCLOGWNG SAU CO BILLETS WILL BE BOARDED TO SELECT AN EXECUTIVE OFFICER (XO) WHO WILL FLEET-UP TO CO. FOR THESE SPECIFIC INSTANCES, XO TOURS WILL BE 8 MONTHS IN LENGTH. CO TOURS WILL BE 24-MONTH ORDERS. VFA-125 SAU CO WILL BE BOARDED TO SELECT AN EXECUTIVE OFFICER (XO) WHO WILL FLEET-UP TO CO. XO TOUR WILL BE 20 MONTHS IN LENGTH IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT GUIDANCE. CO TOUR WILL BE 24-MONTH ORDERS.

   B. MARITIME SUPPORT WING (MSW): HSC-3 SAU CO, HSC-3 SCORE DET CO, HSM-41 SAU CO, TSULANT CO, VUP-19 SAU CO. THESE BILLETS WILL BE 24-MONTH ORDERS.


3. ELIGIBLE OFFICERS:

   A. DETAILED ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS ARE CONTAINED IN REF A. THE BOARD WILL SELECT THE BEST AND MOST FULLY QUALIFIED CANDIDATES WITH CURRENT OR PREVIOUS FRS OR CNATRA INSTRUCTOR EXPERIENCE BEING HIGHLY DESIRABLE.

   B. SINCE PROMOTION ZONES ARE NO LONGER ALIGNED WITH YEAR GROUP DESIGNATIONS, INDIVIDUALS ARE NOW DESIGNATED IN SCREEN GROUPS (SG). MSW TYPE WING SAU CO AND CNATRA SAU CO APPLICANTS ARE ELIGIBLE WITHIN SCREEN GROUPS ONE THRU FOUR. TSW TYPE WING SAU CO APPLICANTS ARE ELIGIBLE WITHIN SCREEN GROUPS ONE THRU FIVE.

      i. SG-1 IS COMPRISED OF THOSE OFFICERS PROMOTED TO O-5 IN FY-16.

      ii. SG-2 IS COMPRISED OF THOSE OFFICERS PROMOTED TO O-5 IN FY-17.
iii. SG-3 is comprised of those officers promoted to O-5 in FY-18.

iv. SG-4 is comprised of those officers promoted or selected to promote to O-5 in FY-19.

v. SG-5 is comprised of those officers eligible to promote to O-5 in FY-19.

C. FY-20 National Reserve Component (RC) Squadron Augment Unit (SAU) Commanding Officer (CO) and Reserve Component Commander (RCC) Selection Board will be the last board to offer eligibility to more than three screen groups. Future boards will limit eligibility to three screen groups.

D. Typewing (FRS) SAU CO Applicants must be Selected Reserve (SELRES) Commanders or Commanders (Select) who will not attain the rank of Captain while serving in their command tour. Applicants shall have 2D1 Command Eligible AQD or provide documentation of a completed Command Qualification Oral Board.

   i. TSW FRS SAU CO:

      a) Type, Model, and Series (T/M/S) currency and previous Fleet Replacement Squadron (FRS) instructor experience is desired but not required.

      b) VFA-125 SAU CO Applicants must be 1315 designator, should be current in the F/A-18 or current in the EA-18G, and previously qualified as Strike Fighter Weapons and Tactics (SFWT) level IV.

      c) VAQ-129 SAU CO Applicants may be 1315 or 1325 designator, should be current in the F/A-18 or in the EA-18G, and previously qualified as Strike Fighter Weapons and Tactics (SFWT) Level IV or Growler Weapons and Tactics Program (GWTP) Level III.

      d) CACCLW SAU CO Applicants may be either 1315 or 1325 designators and should be current or previously qualified in the E-2/C-2.

   ii. MSW FRS SAU CO:

      a) HSC-3 SAU CO Applicants must be 1315 designators, should be current in T/M/S and should have prior FRS/TRACOM instructor experience.

      b) HSC-3 Score Det CO Applicants must be 1315 designators, should be current in T/M/S and should have prior Aerial Firefighting, Vertical Replenishment (VERTREP), and Helicopter Logistics experience.

      c) HSM-41 SAU CO Applicants must be 1315 designators, shall be current in T/M/S and should have prior FRS/TRACOM Instructor experience.
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d) TSU CO APPLICANTS MUST BE 1315 DESIGNATORS AND SHOULD BE CURRENT IN T/M/S. PRIORITY GIVEN TO PRIOR HSC-84/85 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES (SOF) SUPPORT EXPERIENCE AND POSSESSION OF THE DWE ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATION DESIGNATOR (AQD). ADDITIONALLY, APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE SEAHAWK WEAPONS AND TACTICS PROGRAM (SWTP) PERSONNEL RECOVERY (PR)/SOF/ANTI-SURFACE (ASU) LEVEL III DESIGNATION.

e) VUP-19 SAU CO APPLICANTS MAY BE EITHER 1315 OR 1325 DESIGNATORS AND SHOULD HAVE PREVIOUS VP/VQ EXPERIENCE AND ASSOCIATED DJ4 OR DK2 AQD.

E. CNATRA SAU CO APPLICANTS MUST BE EITHER SELECTED RESERVE (SELRES) COMMANDERS OR COMMANDERS (SELECT) WHO WILL NOT ATTAIN THE RANK OF CAPTAIN WHILE SERVING IN THEIR COMMAND TOUR, OR SELECTED MARINE CORPS RESERVE (SMCR) LIEUTENANT COLONELS AND LIEUTENANT COLONELS (SELECT) WHO WILL NOT ATTAIN THE RANK OF COLONEL WHILE SERVING IN THEIR COMMAND TOUR. APPLICANTS MUST POSSESS THE 2D1 COMMAND ELIGIBLE AQD OR PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION CERTIFYING COMMAND QUALIFICATION ORAL BOARD (CQOB) COMPLETION. APPLICANTS SHOULD BE CURRENT IN T/M/S AND HAVE PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN THE SYLLABUS TAUGHT AT THE SQUADRON TO WHICH THE APPLICANT IS APPLYING.

i. ALL CNATRA SAU CO BILLETS ARE OPEN TO 1315 DESIGNATORS AND SMCR AVIATORS. IN ADDITION, VT-86 SAU CO APPLICANTS MAY BE 1325 DESIGNATORS OR SMCR NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICERS.

ii. VT-22 SAU CO APPLICANTS SHALL HAVE PREVIOUS TACTICAL AIR (TACAIR) EXPERIENCE OR CNATRA ADVANCED STRIKE SYLLABUS TRAINING EXPERIENCE.

iii. HT-8 AND HT-28 SAU CO APPLICANTS SHALL HAVE PREVIOUS ROTARY EXPERIENCE.

F. TRAWING RCC: APPLICANTS MUST HAVE COMPLETED A RESERVE AVIATION COMMANDER COMMAND (RESFORON OR SAU CO) ASSIGNMENT PRIOR TO ASSUMING COMMAND. APPLICANTS MUST NOT BE IN ZONE FOR CAPTAIN. ALL TRAWING RCC BILLETS ARE OPEN TO 1315 DESIGNATORS, AND CURRENT OR PREVIOUS FR5 OR CNATRA INSTRUCTOR EXPERIENCE IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE.

4. APPLICATION PROCESS:

A. ELECTRONIC MAIL IS THE PREFERRED SUBMISSION METHOD. SUBMIT A SIGNED COMMAND BILLET APPLICATION LETTER (ENCLOSURE (2) OF REF A) TO THE RESPECTIVE TYPE WING OR CNATRA POINT OF CONTACT (POC) LISTED BELOW VIA UNIT CO, TO ARRIVE NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, 1 MAR 19. APPLICATIONS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS MAY BE SENT VIA E-MAIL AS ATTACHMENTS IN THE PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT (PDF) OR SAVED TO A CD AND SENT VIA MAIL. ALL CORRESPONDENCE (ENDORSEMENTS, LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION, ETC.) MUST BE SENT BY THE APPLICANT. DIRECT MAIL OR E-MAIL FROM THIRD PARTIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. HARD (PAPER) COPIES OF APPLICATIONS OR CORRESPONDENCE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

B. APPLICATION LETTERS SHALL SPECIFY THE BILLET APPLIED FOR AND SEQUENTIAL BILLET PREFERENCE IF APPLYING FOR MORE THAN ONE BILLET. AS AN ENCLOSURE TO YOUR APPLICATION LETTER, SUBMIT IN
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ELECTRONIC FORMAT (PDF) YOUR MOST RECENT FITNESS REPORT AND ANY MISSING FITNESS REPORTS NOT FOUND IN YOUR OFFICIAL MILITARY PERSONNEL FILE (OMPF). PER NAVADMIN 265/18, ALL OFFICERS ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE A FULL LENGTH COLOR PHOTOGRAPH IN THEIR OFFICIAL MILITARY FILE. PHOTO IN CURRENT RANK AND SUBMITTED IAW MILPERSMAN 1070-180 IS REQUIRED. PLEASE INCLUDE FULL SSN ON ALL OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE AS IT IS REQUIRED FOR THE BUREAU OF PERSONNELS EMPRS SYSTEM.

C. TSW PACKAGES SHOULD BE MAILED OR E-MAILED TO:
COMMANDER, TACTICAL SUPPORT WING
ATTN: LCDR PETER RANCOURT
1510 CHENNAULT AVE, 3RD FLOOR, NAS JRB FORT WORTH, FORT WORTH, TX 76127
PETER.RANCOURT1@NAVY.MIL, (817) 782-5300

D. MSW PACKAGES SHOULD BE MAILED OR E-MAILED TO:
COMMANDER, MARITIME SUPPORT WING
ATTN: LCDR ROBERT HILLS
PO BOX 357117, SAN DIEGO, CA 92135-7117
ROBERT.D.HILLS@NAVY.MIL, (619) 545-9730

E. CNATRA PACKAGES SHOULD BE MAILED OR E-MAILED TO:
CHIEF OF NAVAL AIR TRAINING
ATTN: CDR SCOTT SOWLES
250 LEXINGTON BLVD, SUITE 132 CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78419-5041
SCOTT.SOWLES@NAVY.MIL, (361) 961-2409

5. TYPE WING AND CNATRA POCS: CONSOLIDATE ALL APPLICATION PACKAGES. EMAIL COMNAVAIR FORCES (N37) ALL VALIDATED CANDIDATES INFORMATION (PER REF A) NO LATER THAN THURSDAY, 8 MAR 19.
E-MAIL: ANNIE.OTTEN@NAVY.MIL, 757-322-2674.

6. WIDEST POSSIBLE DISSEMINATION IS REQUESTED.//